ARCHOS launches ARCHOS Hello, the daily companion

Paris - Thursday, February 22nd, 2018 - Designed by ARCHOS teams in Paris, ARCHOS Hello has a high definition screen, a high fidelity speaker, full connectivity. Powered by a quad-core processor, with a 7-inch HD or 8.4-inch FHD screen, it embeds Google Android Oreo for many activities at home: voice requests, objects and services control, videocall, etc. Unveiled in preview at the MWC 2018 (Hall 6 - Stand B60), ARCHOS Hello will be available in summer 2018, from 129.99€ incl. VAT (7 inches) and 179.99 € incl. Tax (8.4 inches).

ARCHOS Hello has a sleek design, in a resolutely contemporary style, to fit into all homes and adapt itself to all requests. The ARCHOS Hello can be used in portrait or landscape mode.

It is endowed with the latest hardware technologies: a quad core processor boosted by 2 GB of RAM and 16 GB of internal storage, HD or FHD IPS touch screen, high fidelity speaker, 4 long range multidirectional microphones, camera of 5 MP, WiFi and Bluetooth connectivity, battery of 4000 mAh for a comfortable autonomy. ARCHOS Hello embeds the new version of Google Android.
A true companion for everyone at home, ARCHOS Hello is ideal to receive and make video calls with Google Duo, to send messages, to listen to and to answer queries: news, weather forecasts, traffic conditions, consultation applications and services ... it doesn’t miss a thing!

Compatible with applications and services, like Google Music, Spotify, YouTube, etc., ARCHOS Hello broadcasts all kinds of information, music tracks, photos and videos. It can even broadcast its content on a larger screen, like television. ARCHOS Hello also manages all connected objects in the house: lights, radiators, shutters, surveillance cameras. It can also voice-control PicoWAN smartplug. It knows how to apply instructions for the comfort of all at home, from morning to night.
About ARCHOS
ARCHOS, a pioneer in consumer electronics, continues to innovate and revolutionize the consumer electronics market. Among others, the French manufacturer was first with an HDD MP3 player in 2000, a multimedia player in 2003, Google Android powered tablets in 2009, a connected Smart Home in 2014 and PicoWAN, the first collaborative network dedicated to the IoT, in 2016. Today, ARCHOS offers its own line of tablets, smartphones and connected objects worldwide. It also markets and distributes high-value innovative products associated with the tablet and smartphone markets: urban mobility, smart entertainment. With headquarters in France, offices in Europe and in Asia, ARCHOS has become a strong pan-European player and is furthering its international expansion. ARCHOS is quoted on Compartment C of Eurolist, Euronext Paris, ISIN Code: FR0000182479.
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